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Coun. Devi Sharma (Old Kildonan) sided with Browaty, saying shed like
administration to work on this,’ and study it at least. But the fourth committee member,
Coun. Matt Allard (St. Boniface) sided with Morantz, questioning the merit in going for a
temporary grid with a permanent plan already on the horizon.
The committee’s 2-2 split on Lukes motion means a study to find out how much the
downtown bike network would cost won’t happen anytime soon in Winnipeg. That’s
despite other Canadian cities offering a point of reference and successful examples.
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Edmonton introduced a $7.5 million bike grid plan in October and installed seven
kilometres of lanes within the same three-month period it took Winnipeg’s public
service to report on whether elements of that approach fit the PCS.
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Likewise, Calgary finished a 6.6-kilometre bike lane network within four months for
$5.45 million.
Lukes wanted the study to be included in the 2018 budget when she first advanced the
motion in October, but she adjusted her expectations when it failed again in May.
Now, blocked in her third attempt Tuesday, the forecast for 2019 isn’t looking good
either.
Lukes said she will continue to fight for the bike grid, but doesn’t yet know how to go
about it at this point after being stymied at the committee level.
“VVith this public works committee, I will not be able to make progress,” she said.
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